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The influence of the economy on changes in society, the role of the individual on the
formation of social wealth and depletion, the impact on the social and economic situation
of proper accounting and working with intellectual capital are considered. The problems,
which the country faces with in this area, are defined. Recommendations on the formation
of key points of creating a successful economy and the transfer of the existing mode of
economic management to real market-based management are given. Currently, the main
management tool in Ukraine is the market. With high inflation, raiding and corruption,
the market gives up its leading role to hierarchy or culture. Massive distortions of the true
understanding of the underlying principles underlying the changes destroy the economy.
The activities of managing the country can be statistically estimated by the shift of society
on the scale of emotional tones. The emotional evaluations used by historians with the
same facts may be radically different. Evaluation of politicians from the standpoint of the
theory of intellectual capital is a step towards rationality. The economy can produce both
wealth and impoverishment. In this case, the wealth of some can be a disaster for others.
Openness, honesty, the ability to consult and choose the most effective development
option for all is the key to productivity. «Epochs do not differ in what is produced, but in
how it is produced». Capitalism has its own truth, its own strength in the fight against evil
and it is not so simple! Capitalism presses parasitism, but it loves at the same time! The
mission of economics and politics is to work for the benefit of humanism and civilization
by providing new and better opportunities to meet the needs of people.Success brings
success! Moreover, by and large, the economy has shifted and continues to move towards
more humane socio-political formations.
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Introduction
People purposefully defend their own dignity
and freedom. There is an alternation of light and
dark periods. The maturing of humanity is
accompanied by an increase in the awareness and
responsibility of everyone for his or her behavior.
Currently, the main managerial instrument is the
market in Ukraine. The market passes up its leading
role to hierarchy or culture within the conditions of
high inflation, raiding, and corruption. Massive
distortions of the true understanding of the underlying
principles underlying the changes destroy the
economy. The activities of managing the country
can be statistically estimated by the shift of society
on the scale of emotional tones. The emotional

evaluations used by historians with the same facts
may be radically different. Evaluation of politicians
from the standpoint of the theory of intellectual
capital is a step towards rationality. The economy
can produce both wealth and impoverishment. In
this case, the wealth of some can be a disaster for
others. Openness, honesty, the ability to consult and
choose the most effective development option for
all is the key to productivity. «Epochs do not differ
in what is produced, but in how it is produced.»
Capitalism has its own” truth», its own strength
in the fight against evil and it is not so simple!
Capitalism presses parasitism, but along with it love!
The mission of economics and politics is to
work for the benefit of humanism and civilization
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by providing new and better opportunities to meet
the needs of people.
Success brings success! Moreover, the economy
has shifted and continued moving to more humane
social and political formations.
At present, the trajectory of the history spiral
path wraps up for the next qualitative turn. The global
crisis is an aggravation before healing! However, if
mismanaged, a crisis can ruin modern civilization.
Statement of the problem
Consider the problems and results of the
interaction of politics and economics. Make
recommendations for bringing the political and
economic system into a state of economic and
cultural growth. Designate moments for the
harmonization of management at the macro and
micro levels with the realities of achieving happiness
and well-being of humanity and its saprophytes.
Results
The myth of «politics as dirty and corrupt business»
Mainly, politics is noble and glorious business.
The progressiveness of its development is proved by
the change of social and economic formations,
namely: the primitive communal system, slavery,
feudalism and capitalism...
People purposefully defend their own dignity
and freedom. Of course, there is an alternation of
light and dark periods. Numerous predictions of the
world’s end coming are not realized. It is very difficult
to predict what awaits the developed countries. May
be it will be imperialism, convergence, globalization,
or something else.
Predicatively, psychological structure of modern
humanity is approximately as follows: 5% of people
are “winners”, 5% of them are “victims” and 90%
of people are “not winners and not victims”. As
soon as 51% of people feel themselves to be
“winners»,the world will change. The maturing of
humanity is accompanied by an increase in the
awareness and responsibility of everyone for his or
her behavior. A positive change in the perception of
the world will form a noble society on the principle
of «one for all and all for one!»
In his book “Games that people play (the
psychology of human relationships). E. Burn depicted
four types of a person’s relationship to a person: [2]
1. It is “+”–“+”, which means “I am good,
you are good”. This is the most fruitful position.
2. It is «+»–»–», which means «I am good,
you are bad». This scheme can be expanded as
follows: “we are aristocrats of “blue bloods” and we
are good, and you, “plebeians», are bad; «We are
the highest caste...» or «we are the proletariat and
you are the hegemonic class, and the intelligent
people are the» layer «...»; and «I am the boss, you
are a fool», etc. Then it remains only to wait for the
psychological time- bomb to explode.

3.It is «–»–»+», which means «I am bad, you
are good.» For example, “I am the subordinate and
I am so stupid. Moreover, you are the boss and you
are so smart. Do my job for me. ” Or «I’m a stupid»
student and you are such an influential “dad”. Agree
for me a mess, and let me put the exam.
4. It is «–» – «–», which means «I am bad,
you are bad,» for example, «I was a prisoner. And
you will be.»
The US Social Security Service invited Eric
Burne As the author of the theory of transactional
analysis in order to investigate the reasons why some
disabled people, returning from the fronts of World
War II, can work and raise them. Nevertheless, others
live on welfare. As a result, the first of many
destructive games was opened, which most of people
unknowingly play. It was so-called “wooden leg”
game. Having lost their legs, some of disabled ones
drive a tractor on farms, run firms and political
parties, while others insist that they have lost limbs
in the service for the country. Therefore, they cannot
work and must be provided with a social pension.
The reason for the difference in behavior is social
and psychological. Having understood the direction
of a radical improvement in the state of affairs, the
United States Social Security Service has turned.
In his book “Tactics of success in business and
science», Kh.R. Kaufman writes: “culture is no less,
but more restricts progress, than economics. [3] In
the US, it is customary for scientists to try to roll up
their sleeves and, if necessary, to stain their hands.
This tradition seems to fade away. Moreover, if almost
all of our scientists are afraid to get their hands dirty,
we will quickly be thrown back. ”
When a student from the highest caste in
training is likened to the well-born boyar Svinyin
from the film “Tobacco Captain», he will “kill” any
case entrusted to him at the end of “education».
The phenomenon of Peter I, as the king, lays not
only in the fact that he took a carpenter’s ax and
blacksmith’s hammer in his hands. However, it is
not so much in creating industry and the fleet. The
main thing is that for the sake of the greatness of his
plans and the continuation of the reforms he initiated,
he changed the law of succession (Catherine inherited
the throne). This king was a democrat. Whereas many
kings, elected by people at elections, are considered
to be democrats!
Actually, it appears that Sadovy, the leader of
the “Self-Help” party, speaks about this when he
asserts that the President of Ukraine has the authority
of the Tsar and is not responsible for anything. It is
time to finish and urgently adopt the “Law on the
President”!
Capitalism has its own truth, its own strength
in the fight against evil and it is not so simple!
Capitalism presses parasitism, but along with it love!
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The call of the spirit and the true nature of
man are above the callings of market traders.
Humankind starts accepting the situation clearly. Real
productivity is gradually crowding out the
«entrenched» sophistication. People want to love,
they believe that there is love and the «kingdom of
heaven» will come.
The education system has given illiterate people
the ability to read and write, but, unfortunately, this
is not yet spiritual! The trajectory of the spiral path
of history turns the next qualitative turn. The global
crisis is an aggravation before healing! However, if
mismanaged, a crisis can ruin modern civilization.
In the book “The Magic of the Brain and the
Labyrinths of Life” Natalya Petrovna Bekhtereva
wrote: “It is necessary to maintain a reasonable
attitude to the material basis of the phenomena, to
conduct a targeted and deeper search in its decoding.
In addition, not driving everything into the
“reinforced concrete” bed of materialism it is
necessary to define what is “ideal». We know from
the writings of the classics of materialism that thought
is ideal. [4] And we are the materialists, who do not
make it difficult for us to understand and not even
think about what is an “ideal». What is a thought?
At the macro level, humankind has developed
only three fundamentally different management tools
for the impact on people [5]: this is culture, hierarchy
and market. Each of them is the main one at its
stage of the cycle of historical development, and the
rest are adjusted, used in parallel.
Culture was the main management tool in
ancient Greece. The free Greek (man), owning an
average of ten slaves, devoted his time primarily to
gymnastic exercises and public speaking. The
hierarchy did not have much power. For example,
being a warlord could not be a person at any time.
There are references to the decision of the ancient
Greek court that tried a woman.
The court found her guilty, but taking into
account her beauty, and this is the «will of the gods»,
delivered an acquittal. For the victory at the
Olympics, the Greek city-polis paid huge money to
their champions. Beauty and valor was valued above
all.
The hierarchy was the main management tool
under feudalism and in the excesses of the Soviet
administrative-command system.
Currently, the main instrument in Ukraine is
the market. A hierarchy accompanies it. It is a vertical
of state power, organizational structures for managing
enterprises with their chains of commands and the
principle of unity of command, the hierarchy of the
police, the army, the church, etc. Finally, it is culture!
It is reduced to a wretched mass culture.
However, if the country has high inflation,
raiding, and corruption, then the market transmits
8

its leading role to hierarchy or culture.
It is easy to get politics dirty. The truly great
and new slogan of the Great French Revolution
“Freedom, Equality and Brotherhood” was forgotten
after the victory of the revolution. The slogan,
inherited from Louis XI, Richelieu and Louis XIV,
«United and indivisible France» was introduced
Instead of it. [6] Being an officer in the revolutionary
army, if Napoleon had declared his claims, the
tribunal would have followed him! What we have to
do? Most people still correspond to Pushkin’s lines:
“we all want to become Napoleons, two-legged
creatures are millions everywhere, one weapon is
only for us».
Therefore, Sadovy’s was right that the rights
and duties of a person-president in Ukraine must be
defined, institutionalized. In addition, the person
holding this post must be introduced by effective
responsibility for their violation.
Changes in economics and politics
In his book “How to choose your people», Ruth
Minshull demonstrates the classification of many
human positions in relation to life based on the scale
of emotional tones in detailed examples
Enthusiasm (enthusiasm – pronounced) 4.0
Interest
3.5
Conservatism (enthusiasm – pent up)
3.0
Boredom
2.5
Antagonism
2.0
Pain
1.8
Anger (hostility – pronounced)
1.5
Lack of sympathy
1.2
Hidden hostility (hostility – pent up) 1.1
Fear (fear – pronounced)
1.0
Sympathy
0.9
Encouragement (fear restrained)
0.8
Woe (woe – pronounced)
0.5
Smoothing of guilt (grief pent up)
0.375
Apathy
0.05
Country management activities can be
statistically estimated by the society’s bias on this
scale. Movement up characterizes successful
manage ment. Moveme nt down means b ad
management and abuse of power. As you know, in
the long run, those who do not use power in a socially
responsible way will lose this power. Claims of the
absolute monarch, the King of the Sun of Louis
XIV that «after me even the flood» led to the Great
French Revolution, but with a delay – in the time
of Louis XVI
As human being, some leaders are spiritual ones.
Others are selfish ones.
In the book “Beyond the Brain” S.Grof teaches
to understand the symbolic language of birth and
death [7]. On the scientific material the possibility
of disclosure of man as a spiritual entity, who is an
integral part of the universe and who is fundamentally
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different from the perception of himself as «the ego
in the shell of the skin.» was proved.
A world-renowned management specialist Peter
Drucker writes in his book “Effective management”
[8]: “managers are born initially». The justification
for such a statement is in the classification of people
according to four basic perinatal (birth-related)
matrices obtained in the course of research on
extraordinary (altered) states of consciousness by S.
Grof.
Let us consider the situation when a person is
called to the boss, and we associate his reaction with
the base perinatal matrix (BPM) to which he belongs
to :
BPM 1 – a person goes to his beloved chef for
another gift of fate;
BPM 2 – a person feels himself a victim
(victim);
BPM 3 – man goes “in a cage with a tiger”
(eternal fighter; “spiders in a can”);
BPM 4 – man goes free (free man).
BPM 2 and BPM 3 form endless social pairs:
the master slave, the feudal serf, the capitalist
proletarian.
The pendulum of struggle will be obtained
without going beyond the dynamics of these matrices,
when the progressive winner eventually acquires the
features of an overthrown parasite, as it is stated in
the electoral tale “About the Dragon”. Gnuet,
struggle, competition, greed, corruption fill the
BPM 2-3.
The master, who liberates the slaves; feudal
lord, giving freedom to the peasants; a capitalist,
who shares his business and equates himself with
the workers are considered to be vivid examples of
the transition from BPM 3 to BPM 4.
BPM 1 and BPM 4 are the dynamics of the
“kingdom of God” or “communism”. Matrices filled
with love, cooperation, mutual understanding,
synergy, freedom, equality, and fraternity. Heaven
and hell are in the soul of each of us. They come to
the material world from there.
A psychologically chosen person can be a
humanist, an authoritarian, a “naked king” and even
a terrorist. Politicians – humanists is the future for
us !
Nevertheless, in order for the future to come
faster, it is advisable now to evaluate politicians, both,
as qualitatively and as quantitatively. And the people
must be given a rapid response mechanism. The
theory of intellectual capital appeared in 1995. It
has not yet been evaluated by politicians from its
position. The emotional evaluations used by historians
with the same facts may be radically different.
The influence of economics on politics
When the textbooks of political economy [9]
were changed into economics [10], the people were

convinced that now everything would be fine.
However, China and the United States were also
successful.
It holds the key to understanding the success
of the United States, Japan, China and success in
general. The Japan Productivity Center, an
organization established in 1955, introduced three
principles into the activities of industrial enterprises:
the practice of life-long employment, joint
consultations with company management, and the
distribution of effect among all participants. The
implementation of these principles brought Japan
to the leading place in world production [11].
The same principles were used in the
elimination of unproductive behavior. For example,
the company has two divisions. One works perfectly,
it upgrades production and work is well organized
and highly productive. Nevertheless, the second one
has endless problems. In order to remedy the
situation, some of the personnel from a poorly
functioning unit are transferred to the places of
employees of a well-functioning unit with the
following words: “labor productivity should not be
lower than those, who worked here before you (or
go for life to revenge the yard)”.
In addition, enthusiasts from a well-working
unit, being co-opted into a poorly-working unit, are
pulling out a new unit, getting a salary increase and
bonuses for it.
In Japan struggle with the «wooden leg» exists,
but we do not fight with it. Rate the phrase: “You
do not understand. We do not need better. It was
stated about innovation. We are under the threat of
reprivatization. When it is worse for us, it is better. ”
It is close to the phrases of Nero and Herostratus?
Compare, Japanese industrialist Honda to the
question «Why is he taking such risks?» He replied:
«Yes, I can become broken, but the plants will remain
in Japan.»
An economy can produce both wealth and
disaster. There are «worn rolls», which on the general
«disaster» knock together the state. Speculation and
corruption reaches the size that does not fit in the
head of an ordinary person. “Malchish-Plohish”,
pushed by passions and who managed to deceive the
inexperienced public with smiles from “hidden
hostility (1.1)”, does not change the essence and
will sell everyone for personal gain.
If such a person takes the highest post in a
people’s state, do not think that as a captain he will
go to the bottom with his ship. Rather, he will become
like a «respected» banker who escaped with
depositors’ money to the «paradise» islands with a
young mistress.
Openness, honesty, the ability to consult and
choose the most effective development option for
all is the key to productivity. «Epochs do not differ
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in what is produced, but in how it is produced.» In
1776, in his book Study on the Nature and Causes
of the Wealth of Nations [12], the father of modern
economics, Adam Smith, wrote about the pin that
shook the world.
Namely, that before the division of labor for
operations, the worker could make one and hardly
five safety pins a day, after the division of labor for
operations — 4800 pins. Because of this economic
innovation, almost the entire political map of the
globe turned green, symbolizing the dominion of
Great Britain.
Few people know that the invention of Eli
Whitney (father of the American industrial mode of
production) cotton ginning machine extended the
period of slavery in the United States by 70 years.
When Eli Whitney arranged for a group of friends a
demonstration of the first model of his ginning
machine, the slaves had already begun to be set free
en masse, since their work almost did not pay off.
In an hour, Whitney had completed the daily rate of
several workers on the machine.
Only under the promise of Whitney to take a
patent on the machine and start its production, those
present ordered the sowing of plantations. Three days
later, a crowd of desperate planters gathered from
the neighborhood, broke down the door to Whitney’s
dwelling, and copied the car.
Edison’s fame was so great that even the rumors
that he solved the problem of electric lighting caused
a sharp drop in the share price of gas companies. It
is significant that the richest man on the planet at
the end of the twentieth century was not the Queen
of England or the oil sheikhs, but Bill Gates who
worked with the intellectual product.
Unfortunately, the domestic innovation system
works in the mode of intellectual colonization.
Neocolonialism is difficult to see without knowledge,
but there is such a well-characterized essence of what
happened to “perestroika” the phrase of the 90s of
the twentieth century: “you think you are connected
to our civilization, no you are connected to our
sewage system».
The victims should be sued. Moreover, they
should demand to compensate for the damage and
punish the guilty politicians for such an incompetent
or, which is also likely, malicious “connection». It
is complicated. It is almost impossible to change the
rank of officials of the “n aked kin g”. In
“administrative football», some people manage to
“break through the gates” and even win matches.
Nevertheless, you can win forever only by changing
the system itself. To do this, one has to rise to the
first person of the administrative pyramid and, like
in fairy tales, break the “magic needle». This is a
symbol of the old idea and cut off the “magic finger”
from the dragon. In addition, how many of them
10

were chopped the heads of the dragon only were
doubled.
John von Neumann and Oscar Morgenstern
distinguish the games from the standpoint of the
benefits of social behavior: with a positive total
amount (honest production, trade, and politics); with
a zero total amount (poker game) and with a negative
total amount (production of fake life-threatening
products, war). The least risky games with a «positive
total amount», and the most risky games with a
negative ones. «Humanists» play games with a
«positive total amount», «bare kings» are with a
«negative total amount». If it is simpler for him,
then the «humanist» is engaged making the «pie
bigger.» The “naked king” is preoccupied with “how
to get a piece bigger”, even if the “pie” becomes
smaller.
The mission of economics and politics is to
work for the benefit of humanism and civilization
by providing new and better opportunities to meet
the needs of people. Success brings success!
Conclusions (practical recommendations)
1. Currently, the market is considered the main
management tool in Ukraine.
2. Under the conditions of high inflation,
raiding and corruption the market gives way to its
leading role of hierarchy or culture.
3. Massive distortions of a true understanding
of the underlying principles underlying the changes
destroy the economy.
4. The activities on the country’s managing can
be statistically estimated by the shift of society on
the scale of emotional tones.
5. It is advisable now to evaluate politicians
both qualitatively and quantitatively and provide the
people with a rapid response mechanism for the
future to come faster,
6. Emotional evaluations used by historians with
the same facts may be radically different. Evaluation
of politicians from the standpoint of the theory of
intellectual capital is a step towards rationality.
7. The economy can produce both wealth and
misery. In this case, the wealth of some can be a
disaster for others. Only one invention in economics
in politics extended the period of slavery in the United
States by 70 years.
8. There are “grated rolls” that make up states
on a common “disaster”.
9. Openness, honesty, the ability to consult and
choose the most effective development option for
all is the key to productivity. «Epochs do not differ
in what is produced, but in how it is produced.»
10. To win forever means to change the system
itself completely. To do this, you need to become
the first person of the administrative pyramid and
create a popular law for the president.
11. The least risky games with a «positive total
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amount», the most risky games are with a negative
one. «Humanists» play games with a «positive total
amount», «bare kings» play them with a «negative
total amount».
12. The mission of economics and politics is to
work for the benefit of humanism and civilization
by providing better opportunities to meet the needs
of people.
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ÅÊÎÍÎÌ²ÊÀ ² ÇÌ²ÍÈ Ó ÑÓÑÏ²ËÜÑÒÂ²
Îñòàïåíêî Â.Â., Òêà÷åíêî À.Ì., Êóëàáíºâà Î.À.
Ðîçãëÿíóòî âïëèâ åêîíîì³êè íà ïîë³òèêó òà ïîë³òèêè
íà åêîíîì³êó, ðîëü îñîáèñòîñò³ íà ôîðìóâàííÿ ñóñï³ëüíîãî áàãàòñòâà ³ ëèõà, âïëèâ íà ñîö³àëüíî-åêîíîì³÷íó ñèòóàö³þ ïðàâèëüíîãî îáë³êó ³ çä³éñíåííÿ ðîáîòè ç ³íòåëåêòóàëüíèì êàï³òàëîì, ïîêàçàí³ ÿê³ ñòîÿòü ïåðåä êðà¿íîþ ïðîáëåìè â ö³é ãàëóç³. Íàäàí³ ðåêîìåíäàö³¿ ùîäî óòâîðåííÿ êëþ÷îâèõ ìîìåíò³â
ñòâîðåííÿ óñï³øíî¿ åêîíîì³êè ³ ïåðåâåäåííÿ ³ñíóþ÷îãî ðåæèìó
óïðàâë³ííÿ åêîíîì³êîþ íà ä³éñíî ðèíêîâå óïðàâë³ííÿ. Ëþäè ö³ëåñïðÿìîâàíî â³äñòîþþòü âëàñíó ã³äí³ñòü ³ ñâîáîäó. Õî÷à, çâè÷àéíî â³äáóâàºòüñÿ ÷åðãóâàííÿ ñâ³òëèõ ³ òåìíèõ ÷àñ³â. Äîðîñ0ë³øàííÿ ëþäñòâà ñóïðîâîäæóºòüñÿ çðîñòàííÿì óñâ³äîìëåíîñò³
³ â³äïîâ³äàëüíîñò³ êîæíîãî çà ñâîþ ïîâåä³íêó. Â äàíèé ÷àñ òðàºêòîð³ÿ øëÿõó ñï³ðàë³ ³ñòîð³¿ çàãîðòàº íà íàñòóïíèé ÿê³ñíèé
âèòîê. Ñâ³òîâà êðèçà – öå çàãîñòðåííÿ ïåðåä ë³êóâàííÿì! Âò³ì,
ïðè íåïðàâèëüíîìó óïðàâë³íí³ êðèçà ìîæå ³ ïîãóáèòè ñó÷àñíó
öèâ³ë³çàö³þ.
Êëþ÷îâ³ ñëîâà: åêîíîì³êà, ïîë³òåêîíîì³ÿ, åêîíîì³êñ,
ïîë³òèêà, ³íòåëåêòóàëüíèé êàï³òàë, ñóñï³ëüíî-åêîíîì³÷íà
ôîðìàö³ÿ, ðèíîê, ³ºðàðõ³ÿ, êóëüòóðà, áàãàòñòâî ³ á³äí³ñòü.
ÝÊÎÍÎÌÈÊÀ È ÈÇÌÅÍÅÍÈß Â ÎÁÙÅÑÒÂÅ
Îñòàïåíêî Â.Â., Òêà÷åíêî À.Ì., Êóëàáíåâà Å.À.
Ðàññìîòðåíî âëèÿíèå ýêîíîìèêè íà èçìåíåíèÿ â îáùåñòâå, ðîëü ëè÷íîñòè íà ôîðìèðîâàíèå îáùåñòâåííîãî áîãàòñòâà è îáåäíåíèÿ, âëèÿíèå íà ñîöèàëüíî-ýêîíîìè÷åñêóþ ñèòóàöèþ ïðàâèëüíîãî ó÷¸òà è ïðîâåäåíèÿ ðàáîòû ñ èíòåëëåêòóàëüíûì êàïèòàëîì, ïîêàçàíû ñòîÿùèå ïåðåä ñòðàíîé ïðîáëåìû â ýòîé îáëàñòè. Äàíû ðåêîìåíäàöèè ïî îáðàçîâàíèþ êëþ÷åâûõ ìîìåíòîâ ñîçäàíèÿ óñïåøíîé ýêîíîìèêè è ïåðåâîäó ñóùåñòâóþùåãî ðåæèìà óïðàâëåíèÿ ýêîíîìèêîé íà äåéñòâèòåëüíî
ðûíî÷íîå óïðàâëåíèå. Â íàñòîÿùåå âðåìÿ îñíîâíûì èíñòðóìåíòîì óïðàâëåíèÿ íà Óêðàèíå ñ÷èòàåòñÿ ðûíîê. Ïðè âûñîêîé èíôëÿöèè, ðåéäåðñòâå è êîððóïöèè ðûíîê óñòóïàåò ñâîþ
âåäóùóþ ðîëü èåðàðõèè èëè êóëüòóðå. Ìàññîâûå èñêàæåíèÿ
èñòèííîãî ïîíèìàíèÿ èñõîäíûõ ïðèíöèïîâ, ëåæàùèõ â îñíîâàíèè èçìåíåíèé, ðàçðóøàþò ýêîíîìèêó. Äåÿòåëüíîñòü ïî óïðàâëåíèþ ñòðàíîé ìîæíî ñòàòèñòè÷åñêè îöåíèâàòü ïî ñìåùåíèþ ñîöèóìà ïî øêàëå ýìîöèîíàëüíûõ òîíîâ. Ýìîöèîíàëüíûå îöåíêè, èñïîëüçóåìûå èñòîðèêàìè ïðè îäíèõ è òåõ æå
ôàêòàõ, ìîãóò ðàäèêàëüíî îòëè÷àòüñÿ. Îöåíêà ïîëèòèêîâ ñ
ïîçèöèé òåîðèè èíòåëëåêòóàëüíîãî êàïèòàëà – øàã ê ðàöèîíàëüíîñòè. Ýêîíîìèêà ìîæåò ïðîäóöèðîâàòü êàê áîãàòñòâî,
òàê è îáåäíåíèå. Ïðè ýòîì áîãàòñòâî îäíèõ ìîæåò áûòü áåäñòâèåì äëÿ äðóãèõ. Îòêðûòîñòü, ÷åñòíîñòü, âîçìîæíîñòü
ñîâåòîâàòüñÿ è âûáèðàòü íàèáîëåå ýôôåêòèâíûé äëÿ âñåõ âàðèàíò ðàçâèòèÿ – ýòî êëþ÷ ê ïðîèçâîäèòåëüíîñòè òðóäà.
«Ýïîõè îòëè÷àþòñÿ íå òåì, ÷òî ïðîèçâîäèòñÿ, à òåì, êàê
ïðîèçâîäèòñÿ». Ó êàïèòàëèçìà ñâîÿ ïðàâäà, ñâîÿ ñèëüíàÿ ñòîðîíà â áîðüáå ñî çëîì è îíà íå òàê ïðîñòà! Êàïèòàëèçì äàâèò
ïàðàçèòèçì, íî, çàîäíî ñ íèì è ëþáîâü! Ìèññèÿ ýêîíîìèêè è
ïîëèòèêè – ðàáîòà íà áëàãî ãóìàíèçìà è öèâèëèçàöèè, ïóò¸ì
ïðåäîñòàâëåíèÿ íîâûõ ëó÷øèõ âîçìîæíîñòåé óäîâëåòâîðåíèÿ
íóæä ëþäåé. Óñïåõ ïðèíîñèò óñïåõ! È ïî áîëüøîìó ñ÷¸òó ýêîíîìèêà ïåðåõîäèëà è ïðîäîëæàåò ïåðåõîäèòü ê áîëåå ãóìàííûì îáùåñòâåííî-ïîëèòè÷åñêèì ôîðìàöèÿì.
Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà: ýêîíîìèêà, ïîëèòýêîíîìèÿ,
ýêîíîìèêñ, ïîëèòèêà, èíòå ëëåêòóàëüíûé ê àïèòàë,
îáùåñòâåííî-ýêîíîìè÷åñêàÿ ôîðìàöèÿ, ðûíîê, èåðàðõèÿ,
êóëüòóðà, áîãàòñòâî è îáåäíåíèå.
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ECONOMY AND SOCIAL CHANGES
Ostapenko V.V. *, Tkachenko A.M., Kulabneva E.A.
Zaporizhzhia National Technical University, Zaporizhzhia,
Ukraine
e-mail: vvost2001@ukr.net
The influence of the economy on changes in society, the role
of the individual on the formation of social wealth and depletion, the
impact on the social and economic situation of proper accounting
and working with intellectual capital are considered. The problems,
which the country faces with in this area, are defined.
Recommendations on the formation of key points of creating a
successful economy and the transfer of the existing mode of economic
management to real market-based management are given. Currently,
the main management tool in Ukraine is the market. With high
inflation, raiding and corruption, the market gives up its leading role
to hierarchy or culture. Massive distortions of the true understanding
of the underlying principles underlying the changes destroy the
economy. The activities of managing the country can be statistically
estimated by the shift of society on the scale of emotional tones. The
emotional evaluations used by historians with the same facts may be
radically different. Evaluation of politicians from the standpoint of
the theory of intellectual capital is a step towards rationality. The
economy can produce both wealth and impoverishment. In this case,
the wealth of some can be a disaster for others. Openness, honesty,
the ability to consult and choose the most effective development option
for all is the key to productivity. «Epochs do not differ in what is
produced, but in how it is produced». Capitalism has its own truth,
its own strength in the fight against evil and it is not so simple!
Capitalism presses parasitism, but it loves at the same time! The
mission of economics and politics is to work for the benefit of humanism
and civilization by providing new and better opportunities to meet
the needs of people.Success brings success! Moreover, by and large,
the economy has shifted and continues to move towards more humane
socio-political formations.
*

Keywords: economy, political economy, intellectual capital, social and economic structure, market, hierarchy, culture,
wealth and poverty.
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